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Evolveum is a globally recognized EU-based organization that was established in 2011. With its dedicated team of professionals, Evolveum is the creator 

and maintainer of the leading open source identity platform midPoint. The feature set covering identity governance and administration makes midPoint an 

ideal choice for organizations seeking digital transformation to enhance security and efficiency. 

Partner level

Bronze

Operates in

USA, Canada

Partner’s profile

https://evolveum.com/partners/provision-iam/

Focuses on

Higher Education, Financial Services

Provision IAM is one of the fastest growing providers of midPoint delivering strategic 

consulting, implementation services, operational support, and connector 

development for Higher Education and Research, Finance, and other Regulated 

Industries. Provision IAM are advocates of open-sourced solutions. 

Provision IAM is particularly proud of a recent achievement: their collaboration with a client in simplifying compliance 
efforts across their extensive 45,000+ identities, effectively reducing their compliance overhead.

The challenge at hand was to replace a legacy IGA solution within a strict budget while accommodating intricate 
workflows and organizational structures for the governance of critical systems. Here's where Provision IAM's technical 
acumen was put on display. They engineered connectors for Salesforce, SharePoint, and various file-based systems, 
ensuring precise access rights enforcement and timely account deprovisioning - all in strict adherence to SLAs.

But the real game-changer was Provision IAM’s utilization of midPoint's certification campaigns. Not only did they But the real game-changer was Provision IAM’s utilization of midPoint's certification campaigns. Not only did they 
configure certification campaigns to review critical systems and accounts - over 45,000 and counting - but they also 
integrated notifications at various stages and established escalations to help managers gauge the need for resource 
allocation to assist reviewers in entitlement assessments.

With midPoint's certification campaigns and Provision IAM’s connectors working seamlessly, they maintain compliance With midPoint's certification campaigns and Provision IAM’s connectors working seamlessly, they maintain compliance 
for their client's massive user base. Combine this with midPoint’s robust reporting of the decisions made in the campaign, 
and this translates into reclaimed time and resources for IT and security teams, enabling them to focus on strategic 
initiatives while leaving compliance worries behind.

Join Provision IAM in their mission to reshape the compliance landscape. They are a trusted provider for a more efficient, 
precise, and secure compliance future. 

In today's regulatory landscape, the ever-growing burden of compliance consumes 
precious IT and security resources. MidPoint, a trusted IGA tool with rich governance 
capabilities, can offer relief. Provision IAM is a trusted expert, harnessing midPoint's 
power to ease this very burden. 
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